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Abstra t
We analyze the eÆ ien y and fore ast a ura y of two market games
on the World Wide Web: the Hollywood Sto k Ex hange (HSX) and the
Foresight Ex hange (FX). We quantify the degree of arbitrage available
on HSX, and ompare with a real-money market of a similar nature. We
show that pri es of HSX movie sto ks provide good fore asts of a tual
box oÆ e returns, and that pri es of HSX se urities in Os ar, Emmy, and
Grammy award out omes onstitute a urate assessments of the a tual
likelihoods that nominees will win. Similar investigations reveal that FX
se urities pri es serve as reliable indi ators of un ertain future events. We
argue that, in ertain ir umstan es, market simulations an furnish some
of the same so ietal bene ts as real markets, and an serve as a eptable
substitute testbeds for ondu ting experiments that would otherwise be
diÆ ult or impossible.

analysis of arti ial markets, World Wide Web market games,
market simulations, fore ast a ura y, e onomi eÆ ien y, arbitrage,
Hollywood Sto k Ex hange, Foresight Ex hange, utility for intangibles

Keywords:

1 Introdu tion
The ore servi e of a market is to fa ilitate the ex hange of items between
individuals. The use of pri es for these items, denominated in a ommon urren y (e.g., US dollars), simpli es trading a ross multiple markets, alleviating
the ombinatorial nature of dire t barter. Pri es re e t an agreement between
buyers and sellers, and serve as a quantitative measure of the value of the item
being ex hanged, as ompared to other marketable items.
When markets attra t broad parti ipation, pri es an en ode the sum total
of a large amount of disparate and distributed information. The pri es ree t, in a very real sense, the onsensus opinion of a myriad of informed and
well-motivated traders. As su h, even nonparti ipating observers may stand to
bene t from the informational value of market signals. As an example, the odds
in a horse ra e, determined solely by market for es at the tra k, an be viewed as
assessments of the likelihoods that the various horses will win. Empiri al studies verify that odds on horses do indeed mat h very losely with their observed
frequen ies of winning [1, 18, 19, 20, 22℄.
As traditional markets expand onto ele troni platforms, and as new ele troni marketpla es emerge, pri e information will be available and a essible in
quantities previously unimaginable. Nevertheless, markets will still only over
a minis ule fra tion of arenas for whi h informed fore asts might be valuable
or interesting. Many barriers exist for the establishment of new markets, inluding high osts, government regulation, and the threat of lawsuits. Arti ial
markets, on the other hand, su er from no su h diÆ ulties. Web market games,
in parti ular, often feature moderate operating osts for setup, maintenan e,
advertising, sear hing, and transa ting, and bene t from worldwide audien e
potential. Permission is not required from government authorities or regulatory
1
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oÆ ials. Lawsuits are mu h less of a on ern. There is little need for arefully rafted dis laimers or fa ilities for dispute resolution. Users an remain
anonymous, and re ord keeping an be somewhat lax. All of these fa tors have
ontributed to a growing prevalen e of market games on the web, some enjoying widespread popularity. Of ourse, arti ial markets annot satisfy so ietal
demand for the ex hange of items. However, in this paper we present eviden e
that some market simulations an fun tion reasonably well in the dual role as
aggregators and disseminators of information.
Theories of market equilibrium, in luding the rational expe tations theory
of information propagation, usually depend on the assumption that parti ipants maximize expe ted utility, where utility is derived from onsumables or
monetary equivalents. Indeed, laboratory e onomi s experiments in whi h subje ts are not \paid to play" are often questioned on the grounds of a la k of
true in entives. In a game without monetary ba king, utility is presumably
extra ted solely from entertainment value, edu ational value, bragging rights,
and/or other intangible sour es. Does market eÆ ien y simply break down
under these onditions, or an non-monetary rewards a tually drive pri e oheren e, information aggregation, and fore ast a ura y? We nd eviden e that,
in some ases, they an and they do. In Se tion 3 we quantify pri e oheren e
on the Hollywood Sto k Ex hange (HSX). Equivalent portfolios trade at reasonably onsistent pri es, and, over time, large ineÆ ien ies disappear, as players
presumably take advantage. In Se tion 4 we evaluate the olle tive ompeten e of traders on HSX and on the Foresight Ex hange (FX), by measuring
the pres ient value of market pri es. In doing so, we nd that HSX sto k pri es
are reliable indi ators of what movies will do well at the box oÆ e, that HSX
award option pri es provide a urate assessments of whi h nominees will likely
win entertainment awards, and that FX pri es onstitute a urate probabilisti
judgments for a variety of un ertain future events.

2 Ba kground and Related Work

2.1 EÆ ient Markets

An e onomist strolling down Wall Street spots a twenty dollar bill lying on
sidewalk, but de ides not to pi k it up. No, this parti ular e onomist is not
simply too ri h to be bothered. Rather, he on ludes without he king that the
bill is a forgery. \If it were a real twenty dollar bill," he reasons, \someone else
would have pi ked it up already." This widely told joke exempli es what is alled
the eÆ ient markets hypothesis. Roughly speaking, the hypothesis laims that
there are no free lun hes in the nan ial markets: every potential pro t omes
with some amount of risk, and pri es are inherently unpredi table. If there is a
risk-free pro t momentarily available, or if pri es are predi table, then someone
will take advantage of the opportunity almost instantly, exploiting it until it is
gone. There are various forms of the eÆ ient markets hypothesis, and at least
four di erent degrees of eÆ ien y to onsider:
2
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1.

Internal oheren e:

pri es are self- onsistent or arbitrage-free: no trader
an make a sure pro t without any risk.

2.

Internal unpredi tability:

3.

Unpredi tability:

4.

Expert-level a

future pri es are not predi table based on
urrent and past pri es. Also alled the weak form of the eÆ ient markets
hypothesis.

future pri es are not predi table based on any urrently available information, in luding pri es, e onomi variables, fundamental data, et . Also alled the semi-strong form of the eÆ ient markets
hypothesis.
ura y: Pri es fully re e t all information available
to all traders. Informed experts annot onsistently outperform naive
traders. In parti ular, when pri es onstitute fore asts, market estimates
are at least as a urate as expert assessments. Also alled the strong form
of the eÆ ient markets hypothesis.

E onomists have developed a large body of theory to a ount for all four
levels of market eÆ ien y. And empiri al eviden e veri es|for the most part|
that markets are indeed largely absent of arbitrage, are highly unpredi table,
and an yield extremely a urate fore asts.
In this paper, we examine arti ial markets for the same signs of eÆ ien y,
fo using on the rst and fourth types: internal oheren e and expert-level a ura y. We survey additional ba kground material on these two forms of eÆ ien y
in Se tions 2.1.1 and 2.1.2, respe tively.
2.1.1

Internal Coheren e: No-Arbitrage

Almost all e onomi theories of equilibrium assume, at a minimum, that equivalent portfolios are pri ed onsistently with one another, su h that arbitrage
opportunities do not exist [2, 3, 11℄.1
Many important results of nan ial e onomi s are based squarely on
the hypothesis of no arbitrage, and it serves as one of the most basi
unifying prin iples of the study of nan ial markets. [21℄
For example, if the same ompany's sto k is listed on both the Tokyo and New
York sto k ex hanges, then the two pri es should be the same at all times,
modulo the ex hange rate and transa tion osts. If the pri es do ever diverge
signi antly, traders will pur hase the sto k in the heaper market and immediately sell it in the more expensive market, thereby driving the two pri es ba k
together. As a se ond example, monetary ex hange rates should never be su h
that a \round trip" from one urren y through one or more others and ba k
again yields a positive gain.
A third example arises in the ontext of a se urities market. In the parlan e
of e onomi theory, a se urity is de ned as a lottery ti ket that pays o $1
1 Pareto

eÆ ien y, a ommon and mild assumption, implies no-arbitrage.
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ontingent on the out ome of some un ertain event. For example, the owner
of a se urity \$1 if and only if it rains tomorrow" will be paid $1 if it rains
tomorrow, and nothing otherwise.2 Now imagine a market of two disjoint and
exhaustive se urities: \$1 if and only if it rains tomorrow" and \$1 if and only
if it does not rain tomorrow". Owning both se urities guarantees the holder a
payo of exa tly $1 regardless of whether it rains. Thus the total pri e to buy
both se urities should never dip below $1|otherwise, the buyer an obtain a
risk-free pro t. Similarly, in the absen e of arbitrage, the total pri e to sell both
se urities an never ex eed $1.
We will examine a fourth example in Se tion 2.2, where no-arbitrage implies that pri es of a sto k and its orresponding options must onform to a
relationship alled put{ all parity.
2.1.2

Expert-Level Fore ast A

ura y: Rational Expe tations

The theory of rational expe tations (RE) equilibrium a ounts for expert-level
fore ast a ura y in se urities markets. RE theory posits that pri es are not only
oherent, but also re e t the sum total of all information available to all market parti ipants [6, 10℄. Even when some agents have ex lusive a ess to inside
information, pri es equilibrate exa tly as if everyone had a ess to all information. The pro edural explanation is that pri es reveal to the ignorant agents any
initially private information; that is, agents learn by observing pri es. Several
authors show that, if agents begin with identi al priors and disparate eviden e,
repeated observation of some aggregate statisti (e.g., pri e) will onverge to a
onsensus on posteriors, for various suÆ ient statisti s [7, 12, 13, 14℄.
Plott et al. [15℄ investigate, in a laboratory setting, whether parimutuel
markets (the type employed at horse ra es) are able to aggregate information,
as postulated by RE theory. In one set of experiments, ea h subje t was given
inside knowledge that a subset of horses would de nitely not win. Although
all subje ts were un ertain as to the out ome, their olle tive information was
enough to identify the winning horse with ertainty. Information aggregation
did o ur, and RE-based predi tions t the data well.
In earlier work, Plott and Sunder [16, 17℄ ondu ted laboratory experiments
to test the reasonableness of the RE assumption in the ontext of a se urities
market. Subje ts were initially unaware whi h of three states would o ur. In
one study [16℄, privileged insiders were given ategori al knowledge of the underlying state. The RE model's predi tions|that equilibrium pri es and other
e onomi variables onverge as if everyone were aware of the true state|were
signi antly more a urate than those of other models, in luding the lassi al
Walrasian hypothesis that agents do not revise their beliefs based on pri es.
When insiders were given less than ertain information, the results were not
de nitive. In a se ond study [17℄, insiders were told only that one of the three
states would not o ur. The ombined knowledge of all subje ts was suÆ ient
to logi ally infer the true state, though no single insider ould dire tly do so.
2 Insuran e ontra ts, futures, options, derivatives, and even sto ks an be modeled as
portfolios of su h atomi se urities.
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It was found that, in a omplete market of three se urities, the RE predi tions
were again the most a urate. In a single se urity market, the RE equilibrium
was not realized. On the other hand, even in this last ondition, Forsythe and
Lundholm [4℄, with a similar experimental design, found that RE was veri ed
as long as subje ts were suÆ iently experien ed and knowledgeable.
Beyond the ontrolled setting of the laboratory, empiri ists have analyzed
the fore ast a ura y of publi markets. Perhaps the most dire t tests involve
horse ra e betting markets. Several studies demonstrate that odds on horses
orrelate well with the a tual frequen ies of vi tory [1, 18, 19, 20, 22℄. There
does appear to be a small but onsistent bias: favorites are underpri ed and
longshots are overpri ed. Weitzman [22℄ and Ali [1℄ show how an assumption
that the rowd as a whole is risk-seeking an explain this favorite-longshot bias.
Beyond horse ra ing, sports betting markets as a whole provide very a urate
fore asts of likely game out omes.
The Iowa Ele troni Market (IEM)3 supports trading in se urities tied to
the out ome of politi al and nan ial events. Their 1988 market, open only
to University of Iowa students and employees, o ered se urities that paid o
proportionally to the per entage of votes re eived by various andidates in that
year's US Presidential ele tion. The nal pri es mat hed Bush's nal per ent
margin of vi tory more losely than any of the six major polls [5℄. Sin e opening to the publi , subsequent US Presidential ele tion markets have attra ted
wide parti ipation and following. Other ele tion markets have now opened in
Canada4 and Austria.5

2.2 The Hollywood Sto k Ex hange

The Hollywood Sto k Ex hange (HSX)6 is a popular online market simulation,
with approximately 400,000 registered a ounts. New a ounts begin with H$
two million in \Hollywood dollars". Parti ipants an buy and sell movie sto ks,
star bonds, movie options, and award options. The urrent top portfolio is
worth just over H$1 billion. High ranking portfolios are a tually sold at au tion
on Ebay7 for real money on a regular basis. Based on these sales, the \ex hange
rate" seems to be approximately H$1 million to US$1, with the rate in reasing
for higher ranked portfolios. HSX is beginning to o er new investment opportunities ba ked with real money. For example, HSX investors ould pur hase
shares in the movie Ameri an Psy ho for H$1 million ea h; these shares paid
o about US$1 for every US$5 million of the movie's box oÆ e pro eeds. HSX
ofounder Max Keiser hosts a weekly radio broad ast in Los Angeles, and appears regularly on NBC's A ess Hollywood to dis uss HSX information. HSX
also sponsors a booth at the Sundan e Film Festival, and holds an annual Os ar
party in Hollywood. Media reports suggest that HSX pri es are taken seriously
3 http://www.biz.uiowa.edu/iem/
4 http://esm.ub . a
5 http://ebweb.tuwien.a .at/apsm/
6 http://www.hsx. om/
7 http://www.ebay. om/
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by some Hollywood insiders.
Although the urrent pri e of any HSX movie sto k is based on the olle tive
whims of HSX traders, the value of the sto k is ultimately grounded in the orresponding movie's performan e at the box oÆ e. Spe i ally, after the movie
has spent four weeks in release, the sto k delists and ashes out: shareholders
re eive H$1 per share for every US$1 million that the movie has grossed up to
that point in the US domesti market, as reported by ACNielsen EDI, In .8
Traders buy (resp., short sell) sto ks that they believe underestimate (overestimate) the movie's eventual performan e. The urrent pri e, then, is a olle tive
fore ast of the movie's four-week box oÆ e returns.9
The pri es of some sto ks adjust after their rst weekend in wide, national
release. On Friday, trading in the sto k is halted; on Sunday, the pri e adjusts
to H$2.9 times the movie's weekend box oÆ e numbers (in US$ millions).10 In
this ase, the sto k's pri e prior to wide release is the HSX traders' fore ast of
2.9 times the movie's opening weekend pro eeds. The 2.9 fa tor is meant to
proje t the movie's four week total based on its opening weekend results.
HSX often o ers all and put options in nationally released movies. Ea h
option has an asso iated ( onstant) strike pri e k , whi h is a rude estimate
of the movie's opening weekend return r. On the Friday of opening weekend,
options trading is halted; on the following Monday, all options delist and ash
out at a pri e equal to the weekend pro eeds (in millions) minus the strike pri e,
or zero if this quantity is negative (i.e., max[0; r k ℄). Put options ash out at
max[0; k r℄. A high all pri e (resp., a high put pri e) suggests that, a ording
to HSX parti ipants, the movie will earn more (less) than the strike pri e during
its opening weekend.
The payo stru ture of HSX movie options is analogous to so- alled European options in the nan ial markets. In an arbitrage-free market, when
a movie sto k, a all option, and a put option are all available for the same
movie, the three pri es must onform to a relationship alled put{ all parity: s=2:9 = k +
p, where s, k ,
, and p are the sto k, strike, all, and
put pri es, respe tively. Consider the value of the following two portfolios:
(1) twenty nine all options plus H$29k in ash, and (2) twenty nine put
options plus 10 shares of the sto k. After the weekend, portfolio 1 will be
worth 29k + 29 max[0; r k ℄ = max[29k; 29r℄ while portfolio 2 will be worth
max[0; k r℄ + 10(2:9r) = max[29r; 29k ℄. Sin e the two portfolios pay o equivalently, their pri es at any time before the weekend should be equal; otherwise,
a trader an buy the heaper portfolio and short sell the other, lo king in a
guaranteed pro t.11
8 http://www.entdata. om/
9 Although ash holdings do

a rue interest on HSX, all analyses in this paper ignore any
time value of Hollywood dollars.
10 Movies released on holiday weekends, and movies with substantial box oÆ e re eipts prior
to wide release, may adjust di erently.
11 In pra ti e, the hedge is not quite so perfe t: movie options ash out based on the nal
box oÆ e numbers reported on Monday, while movie sto ks adjust a ording to the box oÆ e
estimates reported on Sunday, whi h are proje tions based on Friday and Saturday returns
only.
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O asionally, HSX o ers se urities (whi h they all award options) asso iated with parti ular awards eremonies|for example, the 72nd Annual A ademy
Awards, or Os ars, sponsored by the A ademy of Motion Pi ture Arts and S ien es. Five options, orresponding to the ve award nominees, are available
within ea h award ategory (for example, Os ar award options were available
for ea h of the eight major Os ar ategories of best pi ture, best a tor, best a tress, best supporting a tor, best supporting a tress, best dire tor, best original
s reenplay, and best adapted s reenplay). Within ea h ategory, the winning
option ashes out at H$25, and the other four ash out at H$0. Before awards
are announ ed, an option's pri e an be interpreted as its estimated likelihood
of winning. For example, when Kevin Spa ey's pri e was twi e that of Denzel
Washington, the onsensus of HSX opinions was that Spa ey was roughly twi e
as likely to win as Washington. By normalizing pri es within ea h ategory,
likelihoods an be onverted into probabilities. Noti e that, sin e it is ertain
that one and only one of the ve options within a parti ular ategory will pay
o H$25, the bundle pri e of all ve options should be worth H$25 at all times.
If the ombined pri e ever dips below H$25, a parti ipant ould guarantee an
arbitrage pro t by pur hasing all ve and waiting (if ne essary) until the winner
is announ ed, at whi h time he or she an po ket the di eren e. If the ombined pri e ever moves above H$25, parti ipants an guarantee a pro t by short
selling all ve options.

3 Internal Coheren e in Arti ial Markets
In a real market, monetary in entives are the driving for e behind eÆ ien y
and, in parti ular, internal pri e oheren e. In an arti ial market, on the other
hand, there are no dire t monetary in entives. When an arbitrage loophole
presents itself in a simulation, why should anyone are to take advantage of
it? In entives must ome from intangible sour es (e.g., the desire to perform
well in the game) or from indire t sour es (e.g., the desire to do well enough to
sell one's portfolio on Ebay). Do HSX players have utility for Hollywood dollars
and, if so, are their resulting in entives strong enough to maintain internal pri e
onsisten y in the game?
To analyze these questions, we quantify the degree of oheren e in the HSX
sto k and options markets (Se tion 3.1), and in the HSX award options market
(Se tion 3.2).

3.1 Put{Call Parity

We test how losely HSX sto k and options pri es onform to put{ all parity.
We gathered weekend halt pri es (i.e., pri es after Friday's halt and before the
weekend adjust) for 75 movie sto ks and their orresponding options appearing
on HSX during the period of Mar h 3, 2000 to September 1, 2000. Figure 1
graphs the sto k estimate of weekend box oÆ e returns (s=2:9) versus the options estimate (k +
p). In an arbitrage-free market, the two estimates must
7
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Figure 1: Put{ all parity in the HSX sto k and options markets at pri e halt.
Points plot s=2:9 versus k +
p for ea h movie.
The dashed line where
s=2:9 = k +
p orresponds to perfe t parity; the solid line is the best linear
t.

be the same. The gure demonstrates a reasonably lose adheren e to put{ all
parity at pri e halt. The orrelation between the two estimates is 0.989, the
slope of the best- t line to the data (the solid line in the gure) is 1.04, and
the mean di eren e between estimates is 1.35. Any point in the gure not lying
on the line y = x (the dashed line) indi ates a potential arbitrage opportunity.
Sin e HSX restri ts ea h player's investment to a maximum of 10,000 shares
of any option, exploiting all of these ineÆ ien ies averages about H$13,500 per
movie|a relatively small, though non-negligible, amount in terms of the game.
In an eÆ ient market, pri es should adhere to put{ all parity at all times,
not just at pri e halt. Moreover, any movements away from parity that do o ur
should revert rather qui kly, as parti ipants take advantage of arbitrage opportunities. We test these hypotheses by measuring the divergen e from parity
over time, and the likelihood of losure toward parity. For ea h sto k and its
orresponding options, we re orded the quantity k +
p
s=2:9 every four
hours. This quantity is the divergen e from parity, or the available arbitrage
per option share, or the pri e of a portfolio of H$1 ash, one all option, a short
position in one put option, and a short position in 1=2:9 sto ks. We sorted the
resulting 971 portfolio pri es, and grouped them into ten bu kets: nine bu kets
with exa tly 100 portfolios ea h, and the last with the remaining 71. Within
ea h bu ket, we omputed the fra tion of portfolios that were observed at a
8
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Figure 2: Arbitrage losure toward put- all parity in the HSX sto k and options
markets. Ea h diamond point (resp., ir le point) displays the fra tion of portfolios that move up (down) in pri e after four hours, versus the average urrent
pri e.

higher pri e four hours later, and the fra tion of portfolios that were lower in
pri e four hours later. Figure 2 graphs the frequen y of upward and downward
movements versus the average pri e. Points marked as diamonds indi ate the
frequen y of an upward shift at the next time step, given the average urrent
pri e; points marked as ir les indi ate the frequen y of a downward shift at the
next time step, given the average urrent pri e. The market is not ompletely
free of arbitrage|pri es diverge at times from parity by as mu h as H$6.5. Nevertheless, the market does exhibit signs of internal oheren e. When pri es are
too high, they are mu h more likely go down at the next time step as, presumably, parti ipants take advantage of arbitrage opportunities. When pri es are
too low, they are more likely to in rease. Large deviations from oherent pri es
might be partially explained by trading limits of 10,000 option shares per person, so that even astute and \wealthy" investors annot fully exploit arbitrage
windows.

3.2 Award Options

In this se tion, we analyze pri e oheren e in the HSX award options market.
In an eÆ ient market, the ombined pri e for a bundle of options in the same
award ategory would remain at H$25 at all times. We examine the a tual
pri es of options in the Os ar and Emmy awards markets for deviations from
H$25, and for the likelihood of losure toward H$25. We re orded the sum of the
9
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Figure 3: Arbitrage losure in the HSX Os ar and Emmy options markets. Ea h
diamond point (resp., ir le point) displays the fra tion of bundles that move
up (down) in pri e after four hours, versus the average urrent pri e.

ve options within ea h ategory every four hours from Mar h 3 to September
1, 2000. We sorted the resulting 1895 bundle pri es, and merged them into
ten bu kets: nine bu kets with exa tly 200 bundles ea h, and the last with the
remaining 95. Within ea h bu ket, we omputed the fra tion of bundles that
were observed at a higher pri e four hours later, and the fra tion of bundles that
were lower in pri e four hours later. Figure 3 graphs the frequen y of upward
and downward movements versus the average pri e. Pri es diverge at times from
H$25 by lose to 40%, yet a lear trend is evident whereby highly underpri ed
and overpri ed bundles are likely to revert toward the oherent pri e. Noti e
that the rossover point, where up and down swings are equally likely, o urs
above H$25. We postulate that this is be ause parti ipants generally prefer to
buy rather than to sell short.
For omparison, we ondu ted a similar arbitrage analysis using data from
the Iowa Ele troni Market (IEM), a real-money ex hange o ering se urities in
politi al events. We obtained daily losing pri es for the NY Senate market,
still in progress as of this writing. Parti ipants an buy or sell shares of six
se urities: \US$1 if and only if Hillary Clinton wins the ele tion", \US$1 if and
only if another Demo rat wins", \US$1 if and only if Ri k Lazio wins", \US$1 if
and only if Rudy Giuliani wins", \US$1 if and only if another Republi an wins",
and \US$1 if and only if any other andidate wins". In order for the market to
be arbitrage free, the sum of the bid pri es of the six se urities annot ex eed
US$1, and the sum of the ask pri es annot fall below US$1. We did not have
10
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Figure 4: Arbitrage losure in the IEM NY Senate market.

a ess to bid and ask pri es, so we performed the al ulations using the last
transa tion pri es; this provides an upper bound on the amount of arbitrage in
the market. We sorted bundles by pri e and grouped them into bu kets. We
omputed the fra tion of bundles in ea h bu ket that were up the next day,
and the fra tion that were down. Figure 4 displays the results. Maximum
deviations from US$1 were approximately 6%. Low pri es were very likely to
move upward the next day, high pri es very likely to turn ba k downward.
Interestingly, the rossover point is still above US$1, suggesting that perhaps
even in IEM there is a preferen e for buying over selling. There are also e e tive
trading limits in IEM, sin e parti ipants an join the market with a maximum
US$500 investment. Comparing Figures 3 and 4, it is lear that IEM pri es are
more oherent than HSX pri es, as one might expe t, given that the former is
grounded in real money while the latter is not. Nevertheless, the general shape
of the two plots are similar.

4 Fore ast A ura y in Arti ial Markets
Internal pri e oheren e is one, fairly minimal, standard of market eÆ ien y.
Stronger forms of eÆ ien y imply market ompeten e as well and oheren e:
pri es a tually re e t an aggregation of information distributed among the parti ipants, and market fore asts are as a urate as expert assessments. While
oheren e in arti ial markets is of a ademi interest, ompeten e in arti ial
markets promises real so ietal bene ts in the form of heap and reliable foreasts. We now examine whether this stronger notion of eÆ ien y an hold in
11
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Figure 5: A ura y of HSX movie sto k fore asts for opening weekend box oÆ e
returns. The dashed line orresponds to ideal a ura y; the solid line is the best
linear t.

market games, by assessing the fore ast a ura y of the HSX sto k and options
markets (Se tion 4.1), the HSX award options market (Se tion 4.2), and the
Foresight Ex hange market (Se tion 4.3).

4.1 Box oÆ e fore asts: HSX movie sto ks and options

Before a movie sto k on HSX adjusts, its pri e onstitutes an estimate of 2.9
times the movie's opening weekend pro eeds. We gathered the halt pri es sh
(Friday morning's pri es) and adjust pri es sa (2.9 times the a tual return) for
movies opening during the period Mar h 3, 2000 to September 1, 2000. We also
olle ted the published fore asts of Brandon Gray at Box OÆ e Mojo.12 We
quantify and ompare HSX predi tions to Box OÆ e Mojo predi tions for 50
movies appearing on both sour es. Figure 5 plots the a tual box oÆ e return
sa =2:9 versus the HSX estimate sh =2:9 for ea h movie. The orrelation between
a tual and estimate is 0.940. The slope of the best- t line to the data (the solid
line in the gure) is 1.16, the mean absolute error is 3.57, and the mean per ent
error is 31.5%.
The HSX options market provides an alternative fore ast for opening weekend returns. The quantity k + h ph , where h and ph are the all and put halt
pri es, should oin ide with sh =2:9, due to put all parity. When a tual returns
are plotted against this options estimate, the orrelation is 0.931, the best- t
12 http://boxoffi emojo. om/
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Figure 6: A ura y of Box OÆ e Mojo fore asts for opening weekend returns.
The dashed line orresponds to ideal a ura y; the solid line is the best linear
t.

line's slope is 1.12, the mean absolute error is 3.38, and the mean per ent error
is 47.0%.
Noti e that for both sto k and options estimates, there is a slight bias to underpri e the best-performing movies and overpri e the worst-performing movies.
This may be explainable as a manifestation of risk-seeking behavior among HSX
parti ipants: traders prefer potential \sleepers" with a low probability of a very
large payo , rather than known quantities with a high probability of a moderate
payo . Sin e payo s are not in real money, and sin e motivations may be to
sell out on Ebay, or to get onto the leader board qui kly, one might expe t to
see risk-seeking behavior.
Figure 6 displays a tual returns versus Box OÆ e Mojo fore asts.13 The
orrelation is 0.945, the best- t line's slope is 1.10, the mean absolute error is
3.31, and the mean per ent error is 27.5%. Box OÆ e Mojo performed only 4%
better than HSX sto ks in terms of mean per ent error. The orrelation in errors
between HSX estimates and Box OÆ e Mojo estimates is 0.818, suggesting that
the two estimates may result from overlapping sour es of eviden e. In fa t, it
is possible that Box OÆ e Mojo observes HSX pri es, and/or that some HSX
traders read Box OÆ e Mojo fore asts.
After a movie sto k adjusts (or if it does not adjust), its pri e is a fore ast of
the movie's four week total box oÆ e return r4 . We gathered the delist pri es
13 A tual returns reported on Box OÆ e Mojo o asionally di ered slightly from those reported on HSX. We measured ea h fore aster against its own reported returns.
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Figure 7: A ura y of HSX movie sto k fore asts for four week total box oÆ e
returns. The dashed line orresponds to ideal a ura y; the solid line is the best
linear t.

r4 and the pri es three weeks before delist s3 for 109 movies between Mar h 3,
2000 to September 1, 2000. Figure 7 graphs r4 versus s3 for ea h movie. The
orrelation is 0.978, the best- t line's slope is 1.04, and the mean error is 4.01.

4.2 Probabilisti fore asts: HSX Award Options

In the HSX Os ar options market, as it turns out, ea h nominee with the highest
nal pri e in its ategory did indeed win an Os ar. The Wall Street Journal,
amid ontroversy, published a poll of a tual A ademy voters days before the
Os ar awards eremony; their report orre tly fore asted only seven out of eight
winners.
Beyond predi ting the most likely winner, we investigate how a urately
HSX award option pri es re e t all likelihoods of winning. For example, if
pri es are a urate, then among all options with a normalized pri e of H$0.1,
about one in ten should end up winning. Our a ura y analysis is similar to that
ondu ted for horse ra es [1, 18, 19, 20, 22℄ and other sports betting markets
involving real money. We olle ted pri es of award options asso iated with the
Os ars, Grammies, and Emmies, for a total of 135 options. Grammy options
(nine ategories) and Emmy options (ten ategories) fun tioned exa tly as Os ar
options, though winning Grammy options paid out H$42 instead of H$25.
Pri es were re orded just before the markets losed, and before winners
were announ ed. We sorted the options by pri e, and grouped them into six
bu kets. We pla ed the same number of options (16) in every bu ket, under the
14
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Figure 8: A ura y of the HSX award options market. Points display observed
frequen y versus average normalized pri e for bu kets of similarly-pri ed options.
The dashed line where frequen y equals pri e orresponds to ideal a ura y.

onstraint that every bu ket in lude at least one winning option. We omputed
the average normalized pri e of options within ea h bu ket, and the observed
frequen y within ea h bu ket, or the number of winning options divided by the
number of options. Figure 8 plots ea h bu ket's observed frequen y versus its
average normalized pri e. If we model options as independent Bernoulli trials,
then, in the limit as the number of options goes to in nity, ompletely a urate
pri es would imply that bu ket points fall on the line y = x, where observed
frequen y equals pri e. Error bars display 95% on den e intervals under the
independent Bernoulli trials assumption. Spe i ally, the lower error bound is
the 0.025 quantile of a Beta distribution orresponding to the observed number
of su esses (wins) and trials in the bu ket, and the upper error bound is the
0.975 quantile. The Beta distribution is the orre t posterior distribution over
frequen y, assuming a uniform prior.14 The length of an error bar de reases as
the number of options in the bu ket in reases. The independen e assumption
is an idealization, sin e options within a single award ategory are a tually
mutually ex lusive. The loseness of t to the line y = x an be onsidered a
measure of the a ura y of HSX pri es. There is some indi ation of a favoritelongshot bias, although more data is needed to verify. As in horse ra ing, this
bias is potentially explainable by assuming risk-seeking behavior among the
14 Note that the expe tation of the Beta distribution, s +1=n +2, does not oin ide pre isely
with the observed frequen y, s=n, where s is the number of su esses and n the number of
trials. However, as n grows, the two measures onverge.
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assessor
Feb 18 HSX pri es
Feb 19 HSX pri es
Tom
Jen
John
Fielding
DPRoberts
olumnist onsensus

s ore
-1.08
-0.854
-1.08
-1.25
-1.22
-1.04
-0.874
-1.05

Table 1: Evaluation of HSX Os ar fore asts and HSBR olumnists' fore asts,
a ording to average logarithmi s ore. Higher (less negative) s ores are better.
parti ipants.
We ompare HSX pri es of Os ar options to reported likelihood assessments
from ve olumnists at the Hollywood Sto k Brokerage and Resour e (HSBR),15
a fansite of HSX. We use the logarithmi s oring rule to rate the market and
the olumnists. The logarithmi s ore is a proper s oring rule [23℄, and is an a epted method of evaluating probability assessors. When experts are rewarded
a ording to a proper s ore, they an maximize their expe ted return by reporting their probabilities truthfully. Additionally, more a urate experts an
expe t to earn a higher average s ore than less ompetent experts. S ores are
omputed separately within ea h award ategory, then averaged. Index the
ve nominees in a ategory i = 1; 2; : : : ; 5. Let wi = 1 if and only if the ith
nominee wins, and wi = 0 otherwise. let p1 ; p2 ; : : : ; p5 be the market's or olumnist's reported probabilities for the ve nominees. Then the assessor's s ore for
P5
the urrent ategory is ln
i=1 wi pi . Expert assessments were reported on
February 18, 2000. Table 1 gives the average s ores for the HSX market, the
ve olumnists, and the onsensus of the olumnists. Higher s ores are better,
with 0 the maximum and negative in nity the minimum. Only one of the ve
experts s ored appre iably better than the market on February 18. HSX's s ore
in reased almost ontinuously from the market's open on February 15 to the
market's lose on Mar h 26. By February 19, the market's s ore had surpassed
all of the s ores for all ve experts and for their onsensus.

4.3 Foresight Ex hange

Hanson [8, 9℄ proposes what he alls an Idea Futures market, where parti ipants
trade in se urities that pay o ontingent on future developments in s ien e,
te hnology, or other arenas of publi interest. For example, a se urity might
pay o US$1 if and only if a ure for an er is dis overed. He argues that
the reward stru ture of su h a market en ourages honest revelation of opinions
among s ientists, and provides more a urate probability assessments for use by
15 http://www.hsbr.net/
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Figure 9: A ura y of the Foresight Ex hange market. Pri es are 30 days before
laim expiration. Points display observed frequen y versus average pri e. The
dashed line orresponds to ideal a ura y.

funding agen ies, publi poli y leaders, the media, and other interested parties.
The on ept is operational as a web game alled the Foresight Ex hange (FX).16
There are urrently on the order of 3000 registered parti ipants and 200 a tive
laims. Players start with an initial amount of \FX bu ks" and re eive an
allowan e every week, up to a ertain maximum. Parti ipants an buy and sell
existing laims, or submit their own laims. Ea h laim is assigned a judge to
arbitrate ambiguous wording, and to ultimately determine whether the laim is
true or not on the judgment date. Claims range from te hni al (e.g., FX$1 if
and only if an algorithm for three satis ability is developed with a parti ular
runtime omplexity by the year 2020) to so iopoliti al (e.g., FX$1 if and only
if Japan possesses nu lear missiles by 2020) to irreverent (e.g, FX$1 if and only
if Madonna names her rst hild Jesus). The developers of the site intend for
the pri es of these laims to be interpreted as assessments of the probabilities
of the various events.
To determine how a urate these assessment are, we olle ted histori al pri e
information for all retired ( ompleted) laims as of September 8, 2000. Of these,
we retained only the 172 that were binary (i.e., paid o if and only if some trueor-false event o urred). We re orded the pri e of ea h laim 30 days before it
expired. A total of 161 laims were a tive for at least 30 days, and thus quali ed
for this data set. We sorted the laims by their 30-day-before-expiration pri e,
grouped them into six bu kets of onstant size 17 (under the onstraint that
16 http://www.ideafutures. om/
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every bu ket ontain at least one winning laim), and omputed the average
pri e and observed frequen y for ea h bu ket. Figure 9 graphs the results.
Error bars show 95% on den e intervals based on the assumption that laims
are independent Bernoulli trials with a uniform prior over frequen y.

5 Con lusion
The World Wide Web fosters large-s ale group a tivities of all sorts, from ompeting in games, to trading in markets, to ompeting in market trading games.
But beyond their entertainment value, are there any so ietal bene ts to arti ial markets? Despite their la k of grounding in tangible assets, both the
Hollywood Sto k Ex hange (HSX) and the Foresight Ex hange (FX) show signs
of eÆ ien y, manifested as pri e oheren e and fore ast a ura y. In absolute
terms, HSX provides informative box oÆ e fore asts, while both HSX and FX
provide pres ient likelihood assessments of un ertain events. In dire t and limited omparisons with expert judges, both types of HSX fore asts perform ompetitively. Relative to a real-money market, arbitrage losure on HSX appears
qualitatively similar, though quantitatively mu h weaker.
What are the impli ations of these results? For one, interested parties an
mine existing market simulations for information, with some reassuran e as to
a ura y. Alternatively, they an open new arti ial markets, with relatively
few impediments, as a me hanism for gathering information in areas of personal
on ern or interest. E onomi s resear hers may also open market games in order
to arry out experiments that would otherwise be too ostly or too diÆ ult.
The analyses bear upon the psy hology of in entives for intangibles, and begin
to investigate what is needed, at a minimum, in order for bene ial e onomi
properties to emerge from group intera tions.
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